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INTRODUCTION

Key Differences Between Each Generational Cohort

Today’s volunteer managers are facilitating the work of
four generations side-by-side. In order to maintain a
strong volunteer workforce, organizational leaders must
become adept at responding to and maximizing the
needs and preferences of their blended-generational
volunteers so that they can continue to empower
successful initiatives.
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PURPOSE
Discover ways Habitat MidOhio can engage its
volunteers in the face of generational differences in
order to more successfully secure, motivate, and support
their volunteers now and into the future.

GENERATION
Definition: A distinguishable group that shares a specific
range of birth years and significant life events (Smola &
Sutton, 2002)

HISTORY
First discussed by Karl Mannheim (1920’s, not well
publicized until the 1950’s). He suggested that attitudes
and values form due to major economic, political, and
social events that people experience throughout their
formative years during youth (Benson & Brown, 2011;
Dekker & Halman, 2003; Arsenault, 2003). According to
Mannheim and other generational theorists, people
interpret the world through a specific generational lens
(Brinckerhoff, 2007). This interpretation results in
generational cohorts that share emotions, attitudes,
preferences, and often traditions (Arsenault, 2003).

Understanding historical influences present during each generation’s youth will help
administrators understand each generation’s stereotypical traits and values.
Trends in Generational Preferences when Volunteering

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS
In order to secure future multi & inter-generational
volunteer engagement:
• Update forms of communication– yet no
generation prefers texting as the primary
means of communication
• Maintain a wide variety of volunteering options
for time and length– only 2 percent of
Traditionalists prefer to volunteer on the
weekends compared to 50 percent of
Millennials preferring weekend service
opportunities.
• Focus on monthly volunteer updates
• Provide volunteer opportunities within 20
miles of a volunteer’s home

METHODS
16 question web-based survey to Habitat MidOhio’s
volunteers through Survey Monkey over the course of 10
days in March 2013: 4,458 e-mails sent/423 responses
received, 401 usable responses

CONCLUSIONS

Habitat MidOhio has a committed,
generationally diverse, fairly happy
volunteer base.
Three areas that volunteers care about and the organization can influence: Communication, Scheduling, and
Appreciation
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